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Each March, Macon, GA, becomes the Pinkest Party On Earth as over 350,000 Yoshino Cherry Trees “pop” 
and bloom all around town. For 10 days, festival-lovers are treated to one of the most extravagant displays of 
springtime color in the nation as they visit the town referred to by Congressional Records as the Cherry 
Blossom Capital of the World.

Since 1983, Macon, Georgia’s International Cherry Blossom Festival has delighted and awed Middle Georgia 
residents, visitors from around the country, and International guests. What started as a one-day event has 
grown into 10-day festival bringing over 100,000 visitors to celebrate the Yoshino Cherry Trees.

Our lineup offers guests the opportunity to participate in a myriad of activities that connects and showcases 
the talents and culture of our community-- a Gala honoring leaders, a fashion show featuring local 
celebrities and ambassadors, a community stage showcasing all ages and talents, a festive and grand 
midway, entertainment and shows that delight and inspire, a Street Party that unites all of Macon through 
music, a parade featuring our community’s different organizations and schools, bed races to cheer for, our 
new Bridge Dinner to set sights and taste buds high, a comedy show/roast to honor our incredible founder, 
an Easter Egg Hunt with eggs falling from the sky, and Third Street Park, a family favorite for ice cream and 
Coca-Cola.

Through each activity-- cultural, recreational, educational, and social-- we celebrate our quality of life, 
community fellowship, and civic pride by honoring “Love, Beauty, and International Friendship.”

Introduction and Description of Main Event

The new, premier event for the 2018 Macon, Georgia’s International Cherry Blossom Festival was the 
phenomenal Hanami Bridge Dinner. Hanami is the Japanese tradition of viewing and enjoying Cherry 
Trees when the blossoms are at their peak. The Hanami Bridge Dinner was a Harvest-style dining 
experience to honor and celebrate the beauty of Macon, Georgia’s Yoshino Cherry Trees.

Taking place on the Mercer University Pedestrian Bridge, the sold-out event was catered by Middle Georgia 
caterer, The Perfect Pear, and wine was provided by local wine entrepreneur, Tami Fricks of Sassy Wines. 

Starting a 7 p.m., guests gathered under the new Mercer University Pedestrian Bridge, which officially 
opened in August 2017, for a cocktail hour before dinner. At 8 p.m. guests were treated to a light show 
produced by the University to kickoff the Hanami Bridge Dinner. 

Following the Hanami Bridge Dinner, guests walked to the adjoining building and enjoyed dancing to The 
Grapevine, a Macon-favorite, on the rooftop of the Lofts at Mercer Landing.

The Hanami Bridge Dinner was conceptualized and implemented to present guests with a unique and buzz-
worthy event that had never been seen in Macon. It was also an event that highlighted different aspects of 
the Middle Georgia community-- a beautiful, new bridge, culinary creations created by team relatively 
unfamiliar to the Macon community, and showcasing wines from a Macon-based wine company.

Description and Purpose/Objective of New Event
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The target audience for the Hanami Bridge Dinner targeted Middle Georgia residents seeking a new dining 
experience. With limited seating of 122, tickets were sold for $65 per person. The event was sold out, with 
requests to host another Hanami Bridge Dinner.

Target Audience and Attendance 
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The expense budget for the Hanami Bridge Dinner was $15,975, while actual expenses came to 
$14,659.29. Even though expenses came under budget, the income was $13,195, which left the difference at 
-$1,463.79. This loss is accounted for, because originally engineers estimated the Bridge could safely seat a 
larger number of guests on the bridge. Right before tickets went on sale, the Cherry Blossom Festival was 
informed the plans had changed, and the Hanami Bridge Dinner could only accommodate 122 guests safely 
on the bridge. 

Overall Revenue/Expense Budget of Event

The Hanami Bridge Dinner took place on March 22, 2018. A cocktail hour took place starting at 7pm, 
followed by dinner from 8-10pm.

Duration of Program

The Cherry Blossom Festival’s Hanami Bridge Dinner was presented by Center State Bank and supported by 
Service Master Restore, Spa Medical, Infinity Network Solutions, Constangy, Brooks, Smith & Prophete, 
LLP, and Sassy Wines. Through generous monetary contributions, the Cherry Blossom Festival was able to 
create a visually stunning, deliciously catered, and remarkably located event for guests to enjoy.

The presenting sponsor and supporting sponsors received numerous promotional benefits, including:
• The Hanami Bridge Dinner had 165 spots run on WMGT for a total of $2,775.00. WGXA ran 26 spots for 

a total of $1,485.00.
• The Telegraph ran print and digital ads for a value of $928.00.
• The promotional graphic was featured on the Festival’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages, which 

have a combined following of over 40,000 people.  The graphics were promoted 3 times on the Festival’s
social media pages, which resulted in over 20,000 views and over 500 likes, comments, and shares.

• Banner placement at the event. 
• Logo was featured in the Schedule of Events, on the Cherry Blossom Festival’s award-winning website, 

and on the Festival’s newly designed app, which received 6,094 downloads in the first year.
• The Festival was featured in Gateway Macon, Macon Magazine, Que Pasa, Middle Georgia Black Pages, 

and Visit Macon at a value of $58,431.00.

Description of Sponsor Involvement With Event and Benefits to Each



The Hanami Bridge Dinner’s unique location added to the overall creativity of the event. The Hanami 
Bridge Dinner was set on the Mercer University Pedestrian Bridge, which connects the Lofts at Mercer 
Landing to Mercer University’s campus. 

The Bridge opened in August 2017, and while it is a beautiful structure, it has not been fully used by the 
public. The Hanami Bridge Dinner highlighted the space, and introduced 122 guests to the location that is 
not typically visited by Macon residents.

What Makes the Event Unique and Creative?
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The Hanami Bridge Dinner was a great success in terms of introducing Macon residents to a variety of 
different business outside of Downtown Macon. The Dinner brought awareness to the Mercer University 
Pedestrian Bridge, highlighted a caterer located in Perry, GA, showcased the rooftop of the Lofts at Mercer 
Landing, featured wines from a Macon entrepreneur, and brought guests together to share a table, enjoy 
views, and dine as a group of new friends.

Overall Effectiveness/Success of Event



Macon, Georgia’s International Cherry Blossom Festival identified three main challenges when creating the 
Hanami Bridge Dinner: 1. weather, 2. kitchen space and 3. road closures.

Weather
The first challenge was creating a backup plan in case weather forced the Hanami Bridge Dinner 
inside. One of the main selling points to the Dinner was the location-- Mercer University Pedestrian Bridge. 
To create an indoor event, in case of weather, that still created a sense of awe for guests was the initial 
challenge. 

For the backup location, the Festival worked with the historic Terminal Station, located in Downtown 
Macon. Built in 1916, the Terminal Station received a $5 million renovation in 2010 and features the original 
marble in the 14,00 square foot space.

Kitchen Space
The second obstacle was the kitchen area for the Hanami Bridge Dinner. Due to fire code and weather, the
Festival needed to create a kitchen indoors. The Lofts at Mercer Landing worked with the Cherry Blossom 
Festival to provide a space in its building to accommodate a small, paired-down, but functional kitchen 
space.

Road Closures
The third challenge was road closures. The Cherry Blossom Festival asked the city of Macon to close roads 
for numerous events in Downtown Macon. However, the location of the Hanami Bridge Dinner was an 
entirely different obstacle. The Mercer University Pedestrian Bridge crosses over State Route 74, because of 
this the Cherry Blossom Festival worked closely with the Georgia Department of Transportation to ensure a 
smooth closure the evening of the event.

What Challenges/Obstacles Did Your Foresee/Encounter In Creating the 
Program, and How Did You Handle Them?
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Social Media and Online Advertisement
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Hanami Dinner Menu
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Social Media Post Examples
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